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Meet developed into a project that connects people and builds a strong bond among them. It is a social 
platform that helps people chat, adore, like, and can find a partner for themselves in a healthy manner. 
The application is dedicated for Myanmar where people truly enjoy the benefits and free opportunity to 
make new friends nationwide. Individual profiles can be made and location of each person can be gained 
from the application.

OVERVIEW

SOLUTIONS
Custom Radar Google Map Integration

Real Time Chatting Module

Wings offers Custom Emoticons/Smileys 

Multi-language Support
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Implementing Radar for the users' location
Custom Chat Module
Push Notifications functions

CHALLENGES

APPROACH
Usage of SQL database to manage website's records and user data in the form of tables

Background loading replaces the on user screen loading to provide efficiency and betterment in the func-

tioning

TECHNOLOGY
CakePHP, Swift


